Stop, Look, Listen
INTRO

If you're feeling down and your life is out of control,
You don't know how to act, you don't know where to go...
Stop, Look and Listen! Hear what Jesus has to say,
He was born a long time ago; they call it Christmas day.

VERSE 1

He loves everyone, it has nothing to do with status,
Be kind to one another - that's what really matters,
If there's a bad wind blowing and it's knocking you around,
And it's hard to smile, you're always feeling down...

VERSE 2

Well Jesus is the answer, sent from up on high,
Don't be afraid! Look Jesus in the eye,
Listen to his message - it makes a lot of sense,
Listen to his message – it was heaven-sent.

CHORUS

Jesus has the power, from up on high,
He was sent down here – we're the reason why!

VERSE 3

Jesus can see inside you; he looks really deep,
He knows every heart has the same beat,
How people dress, how people speak...
It doesn't make them different – it makes them unique!

VERSE 4

If you have fallen by the wayside, can't seem to find your way,
Stop and rest a moment – let Jesus lead the way,
When you walk with Jesus, you walk hand-in-hand,
Keep walking with Jesus, and you will understand.

CHORUS

Jesus has the power, from up on high,
He was sent down here – we're the reason why!

VERSE 5

If your life is on the downside, with trouble day and night,
Always acting rowdy, always looking for a fight,
Jesus is the answer – He can be your guiding light,
Understand each other – there's no need to fight.

VERSE 6

If life is on the upside, no signs of disarray,
Well add some insurance – let Jesus lead the way.
Good times or bad times, Jesus is around,
If you call on Jesus, he won't let you down!
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